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1. Introduction

Let r be a positive integer, theuniversal ordinary distributionof rank 1 and
level r is well known to be the free abelian group

Ur = 〈[a] : a ∈ 1
r
Z/Z〉

〈[a] − ∑
pb=a[b] : p | r, a ∈ p

r
Z/Z〉 .

With a naturalGr = Gal(Q(µr)/Q) action onUr , Ur becomes aGr -module
and plays a very important role in the study of cyclotomic fields, see for exam-
ple Lang [4] or Washington [10] for more information. In particular, the sign
cohomology ofUr gives key information about the indices of cyclotomic units
and Stickelberger ideals as illustrated by Sinnott’s original paper [9] and many
following papers on this subject by different authors. TheGr -cohomology is
found to be related to the cyclotomic Euler system, as shown by Anderson-
Ouyang [1] about the Kolyvagin recursion in the universal ordinary distribu-
tion.

In the book [8], Rubin defined a generalization of the universal ordinary
distribution, which he called theuniversal Euler system. It then was used
to prove the Kolyvagin recursions satisfied by the Euler systems. However,
there are other universal objects satisfying similar distribution relations. In the
paper [6], we proposed a generalization of the universal ordinary distribution,
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for which we called theuniversal norm distribution. We used it successfully
to study Sinnott’s index formula.

We further generalize the idea of the universal norm distribution in this paper,
which treats the universal Euler systems as special cases. We study in detail
the structure of the universal norm distribution in this paper. We also study
in detail its group cohomology. In short, this paper generalizes the results of
Ouyang [5] and the appendix of it by Anderson. The goal is to set up necessary
tools to the study of the universal Kolyvagin recursion for the universal norm
distribution(thus includes the universal Euler system case), which is a question
raised in Anderson-Ouyang [1] and will be answered in a subsequent paper [7].
However, our study here is more than application to the universal Kolyvagin
recursion. The pure homological setup here should offer us more freedom to the
study of other arithmetic aspects of the universal norm distribution. Certainly
we expect more studies in this direction.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We first introduce the definition
of the universal norm distributionUz in § 2 and give some examples in § 3.
Basic properties ofUz are studied in § 4. A general phenomenon of every
universal norm distributionUz is Anderson’s resolutionLz attached to it. We
constructLz in § 5 and prove it is indeed a resolution ofUz in Theorem 5.1,
a generalization of the results by Anderson in the appendix of [5]. Because
of the existence of Anderson’s resolutionLz, we can thus apply the double
complex and spectral sequences method to study the group cohomology of the
universal norm distributionUz . This is accomplished in § 7, in particular, in
Theorem 7.5 and Theorem 7.8. For the universal ordinary distribution case,
the two Theorems recover and generalize Theorem A in Ouyang [5].

The author got very first idea of this paper during his pleasant visit in IHES
in Spring 2001. Part of the results here was reported in the number theory
seminar in Penn State University in November 2001 and then in McMaster
University in February 2002, and in the summer meeting of CMS at Laval
University in June 2002. The author sincerely thanks the above organizations,
Professors Robert Vaughn and Winnie Li at PSU, Professor Manfred Kolster
at McMaster and Professors Kumar Murty and Pramath Sastry at Toronto for
inviting me to give these talks. Last but not least, thanks always go to Professor
Greg W. Anderson for his ideas and his influence.

2. Notations and Definitions

2.1 Basic Notations

Let X be a totally ordered set. Denote byx, xi the elements inX.
Let Y be the set of all squarefree formal products ofx ∈ X, i.e., the element

y ∈ Y has the formx1 · · · xn · · · for xi 6= xj ∈ X. In particular, let1 ∈ Y
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denote the element of which nox ∈ X appears in the formal product. One can
identifyY with the collection of all subsets ofX, thus1 is corresponding to the
empty set. For everyy ∈ Y , thedegreedegy of y is define to be the number
of elementsx ∈ X dividing y. Denote byy, yi the elements inY . If without
further statement, we’ll assume thaty is finite, i.e., degy < ∞. Denote byYfin

the set of all finitey ∈ Y .
Let Z be the set of all formal product ofx ∈ X, i.e., the elementz ∈ Z has

the formx
i1
1 · · · xin

n · · · with ij ∈ Z≥0. For everyz = x
i1
1 · · · xin

n · · · , define the
degreeof z to be degz = ∑n

j=1 ij . Denote byz, z′, w the elements inZ and
in particular byz, z′ the infinite elements(elements with infinite degree) inZ.
The subset of all finite elements inZ will be denoted byZfin.

Apparently we haveX ⊆ Y ⊆ Z. One can always keep in mind the example
that X is the set of prime numbers,Yfin is the set of all squarefree positive
integers andZfin is the set of positive integers. We can thus imitate all the
terminologies from traditional sense, for example, prime factors, factors, the
greatest common divisors and etc.

For everyz ∈ Z andx ∈ X, thevaluationof z at x is the highest power of
x dividing z and is denoted byvx(z). For everyz ∈ Z, there exists a unique
z̄ ∈ Y (z̄ could be infinite) such that ifx | z thenx | z̄. We call z̄ thesupport
of z. For everyz ∈ Z, if a factorz′ | z satisfies gcd(z′, z/z′) = 1, z′ is called a
stalk of z and is denoted byz′ |s z. Note that the set of stalks ofz has a one-
to-one correspondence with the set of factors(and also stalks) ofz̄. Fix z, for
eachy | z̄, let z(y) be the stalk ofz whose support isy. In particular,z(x) is
justxvx(z).

For each pairx ∈ X andy ∈ Y , we define the functionω : X × Y →
{1, 0, −1} by

(x, y) 7−→
{

(−1)#{x ′:x ′<x}, if x | y;
0, if x - y.

LetG be a profinite group. LetA be a point set with discrete topology such that
G acts continuously. Suppose there is a surjectionA → Zfin which induces
a bijection between the orbits ofA and elementsz ∈ Zfin. Let Bz be the
corresponding orbit ofz. Let Hz be the stabilizer of anyb ∈ Bz. We assume
{Hz : z ∈ Zfin} satisfies the following axioms:
• For everyz ∈ Zfin, the commutator [G, G] ≤ Hz;
• For everyz′ | z ∈ Zfin, Hz ≤ Hz′ ;
• Forz andz′ in Zfin and relatively prime,Hzz′ = Hz ∩ Hz′ andG = HzHz′ .

By the first axiom, thenHz is a normal open subgroup ofG and the quotient
groupGz = G/Hz is finite abelian. By the second axiom, for everyz′ | z ∈ Zfin,
Gz′ is a quotient group ofGz; by the last axiom, one see that for everyz′ |s z,
the quotient mapGz → Gz′ is canonically split asGz = Gz′ × Gz/z′ , we thus
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have the following canonical decomposition

Gz =
∏
x|z

Gz(x).

Let Nz be the sum of all elementsg ∈ Gz in the group ringZ[Gz]. For z

finite andz′ | z, Let gz′ denote the image ofg ∈ Gz in Gz′ . Let Nz
z′ be the

corresponding inflation map fromZ[Gz′ ] to Z[Gz]. For every infinitez ∈ Z,
let Gz be the inverse limit ofGz over all finitez |s z. ThenGz is actually the
direct product ofGz(x) for everyx | z.

Write Bz = {[gz] : g ∈ Gz}, then

A =
⋃

z∈Zfin

Bz = {[gz] : g ∈ Gz, z ∈ Zfin},

andGxn acts trivially inBz if x - z. ThusA and{Gz : z ∈ Zfin} are uniquely
determined by each other. LetAz = ⋃

z′|s z,z′∈Zfin
Bz′ for everyz ∈ Z.

For each pairx ∈ X andz ∈ Z, the Frobenius element Frx is a given element
in G whose restriction toGxn is the identity for everyn ∈ N.

Let O be an integral domain and let8 be its fractional field. LetT be a
fixed O-algebra which is torsion free and finitely generated as anO-module.
We suppose thatT is a trivialG-module. For eachx ∈ X, a polynomial

p(x; t) ∈ T[ t ]

is chosen corresponding tox.

2.2 Definition of the universal norm distribution

Let A be the freeT -module generated byA, along with theG-action,
A becomes a torsion freeT [G]-module. LetBz be theT [G]-submodule ofA
generated byBz asT -module forz ∈ Zfin. ThenBz is nothing but a free rank
1 T [Gz]-module with generator [z]. Let Az be theT [G]-submodule generated
by Az asT -module for everyz ∈ Z. ThusAz has a naturalT [Gz′ ]-module
structure for everyz |s z′.

Let λz(x) be theT [Gz]-homomorphism ofAz given by

λz(x) : [z′] 7−→
{

p(x; Fr−1
x )[z′] − Nz(x)[z(x)z′], if x - z′,

0, if x | z′.

LetDz be the submodule ofAz generated by the images ofλz(x)(Az/z(x)) for
all x | z. Elements inDz are calleddistribution relationsin Az. Theuniversal
norm distributionUz according to the above assumptions is defined to be the
quotientT [Gz]-moduleAz/Dz, i.e.,Az modulo all distribution relations.
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Note that for everyz ∈ Z,

Az =
⋃

z′ finite
z′|s z

Az′ .

For anyz′ |s z, the apparent inclusion ofA z′ to A z induces an injection map
from Uz′ to Uz . In Proposition 4.2(2), we’ll see this injection actually is a
splittingGz-monomorphism.

3. Examples

We give a few examples about the universal norm distribution here.

3.1 The trivial case

The first case of the universal norm distribution is thatp(x; t) = 1 for every
x ∈ X. In this case, one easily see thatUz is generated by the images ofBz.
Actually, Uz is nothing but isomorphic to theT-moduleBz = T [Gz] (see the
remark after Proposition 4.2). We call this type of universal norm distribution
thetrivial universal norm distribution.

3.2 The universal ordinary distribution

Recall that anordinary distributionof level r for a positive integerr is a
functionf from 1

r
Z/Z to an abelian groupAb satisfying

f (pa) =
p∑

i=0

f (a + i

p
), ∀ primesp | r.

In the category of ordinary distributions, there exists a universal object, i.e., an
abelian groupUr and a distribution relationu : 1

r
Z/Z → Ur such that for every

f , there is a unique homomorphismf u : Ur → Ab, such thatf = f u ◦ u.
Usually one can writeUr as

〈[a] : a ∈ 1
r
Z/Z〉

〈[pa] − ∑p

i=0[a + i
p

] : ∀p | r〉
and the mapu sendsa to [a].

The universal ordinary distributionUr is actually a universal norm distribu-
tion according to our language. LetX be the set of all prime numbers. Then
Yfin is the set of all squarefree positive integers andZfin is just the set of posi-
tive integers. LetG = GQ. Let Gr = Gal(Q(ζr)/Q). The Frobenius element
Frp is defined by the usual way. LetO = Z = T and thus8 = Q. Let the
polynomialp(p; t) = 1 − t for all p ∈ X. Then
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Proposition 3.1. The corresponding universal norm distributionUr is iso-
morphic to the universal ordinary distributionUr by the identification of[

1
r

] ∈ Ur and[r] ∈ Ur .

Proof. This fact is just Proposition 3.1(iv) of Ouyang [6]. We reproduce the
proof here. Let̃Ar = 〈[a] : a ∈ 1

r
Z/Z〉. Let π : Ãr → Ur be theGr -

homomorphism by [
1

f

]
7→ N

f ′
f [f̃ ] =

∑
σ∈Gf̃

σ |Gf
=1

σ [f̃ ],

where for everyf | r, f̃ is the unique stalk ofr with the same prime factors
of f . Now it is easy to verify thatπ is surjective and factors throughUr . By
Proposition 4.1 which we’ll prove later,Ur is a free abelian group with the
same rankφ(r) asUr , henceπ induces an isomorphism fromUr toUr. 2

3.3 The universal ordinary predistribution

KeepX, Y , Z, G, O andT the same as in § 3.2. Now letp(p; t) = −t for
p 6= 2 and letp(2; t) = −t , we call the resulting universal norm distribution
theuniversal ordinary predistribution.

Proposition 3.2. The universal ordinary predistribution is isomorphic to the
integer ring of the cyclotomic number fieldQ(µr) for each squarefree integerr.

Proof. Defineer : Ar → OQ(µr ) by

[σr ′] 7−→ exp

(
2πi

r ′

)σ

,

then immediately one has

(1) Dr ⊆ kerer ,
(2) er is surjective.

By Proposition 4.1 which we’ll prove later, we know thatUr hasZ-rankφ(r),
the same asOQ(νr ), thuser is an isomorphism. 2

Remark 3.3. Whenr is not squarefree, then the above Proposition is actually
not true. Indeed, the maper is not surjective in this case. This fact is pointed
to the author by Prof. Anderson.
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3.4 The universal Euler system

Let K be a fixed number field. Letp be a rational prime number. Let8 be a
finite extension ofQp and letO be the ring of integer of8. Let T be ap-
adic representation ofGK with coefficients inO. Assume thatT is unramified
outside a finite set of primes ofK.

Fix an idealN of K divisible byp and by all primes whereT is ramified.
Let X be the set of all primesx of K which is prime toN andK(x) 6= K(1),
whereK(x) is the maximalp-extension inside the class field ofK modulo
x andK(1) is the Hilbertp-class field ofK. By class field theory,K(x) 6=
K(1) is a cyclic extension totally ramified at primes abovex and unramified
outsidex.

Let Y andZ be defined followingX. For everyy = x1 · · · xn ∈ Y , letK(y)

be the composite

K(y) = K(x1) · · ·K(xn).

Fix a Zd
p-extensionK∞/K which no finite prime splits completely. We write

K ⊂f F ⊂ K∞ to indicateF/K a finite subextension ofK∞/K. For
K ⊂f F ⊂ K∞, we let F(y) = FK(y). Let Gy = Gal(F (y)/F (1)) ∼=
Gal(K(y)/K(1)). SinceGx1 ∩Gx2 = 1 for every pairx1 6= x2, we see that for
anyy ′ | y, Gy = Gy ′ × Gy/y ′ . Let G = GK(1).

Let Frx denote a Frobenius ofx in GK , and let

p(x; t) = det(1 − Fr−1
x t |T ∗) ∈ O[t ].

Let T = O [Gal(F (1)/K)]. With the aboveX, Y , O, 8 andp(x; t), the
corresponding universal norm distributionUy (related toF ) is called theuni-
versal Euler systemof level (F, y). This definition is actually the same as the
one introduced by Rubin in Chapter 4 of his book Euler systems [8]. Indeed,
in Rubin’s definition, the universal Euler system of level(F, y) is the quo-
tientYF,t/ZF,t whereYF,t is the freeO[Gal(F (y)/K)]-module by generators
xF(y ′) for y ′ | y, andZF,t are the relations

(1) gxF(y ′) = xF(y ′) for g ∈ Gal(F (y)/F (y ′)) = Gy/y ′ ,

(2) NxxF(xy ′) = p(x; Fr−1
x )xF(y ′) for xy ′ | y.

One see our definition clearly is isomorphic to Rubin’s by identifying the
symbols [y ′] andxF(y ′).

3.5 Function field case: I

Let K = Fq(T ) andR = Fq [T ]. For anyf (T ) ∈ R, let K(f ) = K(λf ) be
the cyclotomic function field ofK related tof whereλf is a division point
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of f with respect to the Carlitz module. The Galois groupGf of K(f )/K is
known to be isomorphic to(R/f )×. Thus we can identify everyσ = σx ∈ Gf

for some(a unique)x ∈ (R/f )×. Theordinary distribution of levelf on the
function fieldK is defined to be a map

φ :
1

f
R/R −→ Ab = abelian group

satisfying

φ(x) =
∑
py=x

φ(y), ∀p | f, x ∈ p

f
R/R.

One can then talk about theuniversal ordinary distributionas the universal
object to the category of ordinary distributions. As in the number theory coun-
terpart, by abusing notation, we say the group

Uf =
〈[a] : a ∈ 1

f
R/R〉

〈[a] − ∑
pb=a[b] : p | f, a ∈ p

f
R/R〉

the universal ordinary distribution.Uf is naturally equipped with aGf -action
by sendingσx [a] = [xa]. The distributionUf , as shown to be a free abelian
group of order|Gf |, plays a similar role to the universal ordinary distribution
in the study of cyclotomic function field,

Now letG = GK = Gal(Ksep/K). LetX be the set of all monic irreducible
polynomials inK and thenZfin is nothing but the set of all monic polynomials
in R. LetA be the discrete set{[g ◦ f ] : f ∈ Zfin, g ∈ Gf }. ThenG acts onA
by settingg ◦ [f ] = [f ] if g ∈ GK(f ). Let p(℘, t) = 1 − t for every℘ ∈ X.
ForO = T = Z, we then can define the universal norm distributionUf as the
Gf -module

Uf = 〈[σf ′] : f ′ |s f, σ ∈ Gf ′ 〉
〈(1 − Fr−1

p )[σf ′] − Nf (p)[σf (p)f ′] : f (p)f ′ |s f, σ ∈ Gf ′ 〉 .

Proposition 3.4. The modulesUf andUf are isomorphic asGf -modules by
identifying[1/f ′] ∈ Uf and[f ′] ∈ Uf .

Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 3.1. One can easily check that: (1).
the map [1/f ′] ∈ Uf 7→ [f ′] ∈ Uf is well defined; (2). this map is aGf -
morphism; (3). surjective; (4). bothUf andUf haveZ-rank |Gf |(the latter
follows from Proposition 4.1). 2

3.6 Function field case: II

We now work on more generality. LetK be a fixed function field. Pick a place
∞ in K. LetR be the integer ring corresponding to the place∞. Choose a sign
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function sgn onK∗. Let φ be a sign-normalized Drinfeld module of rank 1.
The fieldH+ is defined to be the extension ofK by adding all the coefficients
of φa for a ∈ R.

For any idealI of R, let K(I) be the cyclotomic function field extension
of K related toI (and related to the sign-normalized Drinfeld moduleφ). Let
now X be the set of all prime ideals ofR, thenZfin can be considered as
the set of all integral ideals ofR. Let G = Gal(Ksep/H+). Let GI be the
Galois group ofK(I)/H+. We know thatGI = (R/I)×. For the discrete
set A = {g ◦ I : I ∈ Zfin, g ∈ GI }, G thus defines a natural continu-
ous action onA satisfying the axioms of the universal norm distribution for
HI = Gal(Ksep/K(I)). For any℘ ∈ X, define the Frobenius element Fr℘

correspondingly. LetO = Z[Gal(H+/K)]. We can now define the universal
norm distribution by choosing a free finiteO -moduleT (with ring structure)
and a set of polynomials{p(℘, t)} for every℘ ∈ X.

In particular, if letK = Fq(T ) and letR = Fq [T ]. Let the sign normalized
Drinfeld module be the usual Carlitz module. In this caseH+ is actually just
K. let p(℘, t) = 1 − t for every℘ ∈ X. Then we are back to the special case
in the previous section.

One notes that in our definition,T and {p(℘, t)} are not specified. This
actually gives us an advantage for applications. The Euler system in the function
field case, due to Feng-Xu [2] and Xu-Zhao [11], has been used to prove
results about ideal class groups and Gras conjecture in the function field case.
By choosingT and{p(℘, t)} (and sometimes evenO ), we can formulate the
universal Euler system in the fuction field case just as Rubin did for the number
field case. However, more study is needed for applications.

4. Basic properties of the universal norm distributionUZ

Recall by our definition, for everyz ∈ Z, Az is a freeT -module generated by
the set

Az =
⋃

z′ finite
z′|s z

Bz′ =
⋃

z′ finite
z′|s z

{[gz′] : g ∈ Gz′ }.

If let Bn be the set of all elements

{[gz] ∈ A : the restrictiongz(x) = 1 for exactlyn primesx | z′}
ThenAz is the disjoint union

Az =
⋃
n≥0

⋃
z′ finite
z′|s z

(Bn ∩ Bz′) .

We have the following key proposition.
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Proposition 4.1. The freeT-moduleAz, for everyz ∈ Z, possesses aT-basis

{λz′′ [gz′] : z′, z′z′′ |s z, z′z′′ ∈ Zfin, [gz′] ∈ B0}
whereλz′′ is defined to be the product ofλz(x) for all x | z′′.

Proof. Suppose that [gz′] ∈ Bn ∩Az for n ≥ 1, then there exists a primex | z′

such thatgz(x) = 1. One has

[gz′] = −
∑

16=g′∈Gz(x)

[gg′z′] − λz(x)[gz′/z(x)] + p(x; Fr−1
x )[gz′/z(x)].

Thus

〈Bn〉T ∩ Az ⊆ 〈Bn−1〉T ∩ Az +
∑
x|z

λz(x)Az/z(x) +
∑
x|z

Az/z(x)

where〈Bn〉T denotes the freeT-module generated byBn. Thus by induction, the
set given in the proposition generatesAz. We just need to show the cardinality
of this set agrees with theT-rank ofAz. For finitez ∈ Z, theT-rank ofAz is∑

z′|s z
|Gz′ | =

∏
x|z

(|Gz(x)| + 1).

On the other hand, the cardinality of the set in the proposition is∑
z′′|s z

∑
z′|s z

z′′

|B0 ∩ Bz′ | =
∑
z′′|s z

∑
z′|s z

z′′

∏
x|z′

(|Gz(x)| − 1)

=
∑
z′′|s z

∏
x| z

z′′

|Gz(x)|

=
∏
x|z

(|Gz(x)| + 1).

This proved the case whenz is finite. Taking the limit, then we have the proof
for infinite z ∈ Z. 2

Proposition 4.2.

(1) The moduleUz is a freeT-module with basisB0 ∩ Az.
(2) For every z′ |s z, the natural injection ofUz′ to Uz is a splitting Gz-

monomorphism.

Proof. Immediately from Proposition 4.1. 2

Remark 4.3. From the above Proposition 4.2(1), one see thatUz is a freeT
-module of rank|Gz|. In particular, in the trivial universal norm distribution
case, one see that the image ofBz in Uz actually is a basis ofUz , thusUz is
isomorphic toT [Gz], which justifies the meaning oftrivial .
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Remark 4.4. From the above Proposition 4.2(2), we’ll henceforth identify
Uz′ as a submodule ofUz. In particular, for everyz ∈ Z, we have

Uz =
⋃

z′ finite
z′|s z

Uz′ .

This observation will be used to the study of the universal Kolyvagin recursion
in Ouyang [7].

Proposition 4.5. Letw | z be a pair of elements inZ. Then the corestriction
homomorphismCorw,z fromAw to Az by

[w′] 7−→ Nz′
w′ [z′](w′ |s w, z′ |s z, w̄′ = z̄′)

induces an embedding fromUw to Uz . In particular, whenw |s z, this
embedding is the natural injection as given in Proposition 4.2.

Proof. Write V1(resp.W1) the freeT -submodule ofAw (resp.Az ) generated
by B0 ∩ Aw(resp.B0 ∩ Az). Write V2(resp.W2) the freeT -submodule ofAw

(resp.Az) generated by other elements in the basis ofAw (resp.Az) given by
Proposition 4.1. Then it is easy to check that Corw,z mapsVi to Wi injectively.
Hence it induces a well defined embedding fromUw to Uz . 2

5. Anderson’s resolution

5.1 Set up

Let z ∈ Z be given. Let

Lz =
⊕
y|z̄

Az/z(y)[y]

wherey is finite and [y] is a symbol depending only ony. If we write

[g′z′][y] = [g′z′, y]

for elements inAz/z(y)[y], thenLz is the freeT-module generated by the set

{[a, y] : [a] ∈ Az/z(y), y | z̄}
We assign a grade inLz by declaring

deg[a, y] = − degy.

For anyg ∈ Gz and [g′z′] ∈ Az/z(y), declare theGz-action as

g[g′z′, y] := [gz′g′z′, y],
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thenLz becomes a gradedT [Gz] -module.Lz is bounded above since all its
non-negative components are 0. Moreover,Lz is bounded if and only ifz is
finite.

With abuse of notation, denote byλz(x),λz′ the homomorphisms ofLz inher-
iting from the homomorphisms inAz bearing the same names. Now let

d : Lz −→ Lz, [a, y] 7−→
∑
x|y

ω(x, y)λz(x)[a, y/x]

whereω is as defined in § 2.1. Clearlyd commutes withGz-actions. A straight-
forward calculation shows thatd2 = 0 and therefored is a differential of
degree 1. Define anT[Gz]-homomorphismu : Lz → Uz by

[a, y] 7−→
{

[a], if y = 1;
0, if y 6= 1.

RegardLz as a complexL•
z by the differentiald, and regardUz as a complex

concentrated on 0-component. Then one can easily check thatu is a homomor-
phism of complexes. Because of the following Theorem, we call the complex
(L•

z, d)(or simplyL•
z) Anderson’s resolutionof the universal norm systemUz.

Theorem 5.1. The homomorphismu is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e., the com-
plex(L•

z, d) is acyclic for degreen 6= 0 andH 0(L•
z, d) ∼= Uz induced byu.

Proof. For anya ∈ B0 ∩ Bz/z(y), consider the gradedT -submoduleC•
a of L•

z

generated by

{λw[a, y ′], w |s z, w̄y ′ | y}.
One can see thatC•

a is d-stable. ThusC•
a is actually a subcomplex ofL•

z.
By Proposition 4.1,L•

z is the direct sum ofC•
a for a over B0 ∩ Az. We

hence only have to study the complexC•
a . Now the theorem follows from

Lemma 5.2. 2

5.2 The Koszul complex̃C•
y

Let 3 be the polynomial ring

3 = T[Z] = {
∑

tzz : tz ∈ T , z ∈ Z}.

Let C̃•
y be the Koszul complex of3 with the regular sequencex1 < · · · < xm

wherey = x1 · · · xm. ThusC̃•
y is the graded exterior algebra⊕

y ′|y
3ey ′
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with

ey ′ = exi1
∧ · · · ∧ exik

, and degey ′ = − degy ′ = −k

where

y ′ = xi1 · · · xik , xi1 < · · · < xik .

The corresponding differential is given by

d ex = x.

5.3 Truncated Koszul subcomplexC•
y

LetC•
y be the gradedT-submodule ofC̃•

y generated by all elements of the form
y ′′ey ′ for all y ′y ′′ | y. This submodule is stable under the differential, thus is
a subcomplex of̃C•

y . Moreover, it is a direct summand ofC̃•
y . By the general

theory of Koszul complex,C•
y is acyclic in nonzero degree andH 0(C•

y) is a
freeT-module generated bye1.

Lemma 5.2. For anya ∈ B0 ∩ Bz/z(y), the complexC•
a is isomorphic toC•

y .
ThusC•

a is acyclic in nonzero degree andH 0(C•
a) is a freeT-module generated

by [a, 1].

Proof. Let C•
y act onC•

a by

x[a, y ′] = λz(x)[a, y ′]

and

ex [a, y ′] =
{

(−1)|{x
′<x:x ′|y ′}|[a, xy ′] if x - y ′;

0 if x | w.

By straightforward calculation

d(ξη) = (dξ)η + (−1)degξ ξ(dη), ξ ∈ C•
y , η ∈ Ca

x .

ThusC•
a = C•

y [a, 1]. 2

5.4 Compatibility

From Proposition 4.5, the injective corestriction homomorphism Corw,z from
Aw to Az induces a corestriction homomorphism Cor fromLw to Lz by

[a, y] 7−→ Corw/w(y),z/z(y)[a, y].
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A straightforward calculation shows that Cor is compatible with the differential
d. Now if let L̃z be the extended exact sequence ofUz to Lz , i.e.,L̃z is the
sequence

· · ·L−n
z → · · · → L0

z

u−→Uz → 0

then the corestriction map Cor is actually an injective chain homomorphism
from L̃w to L̃z and is thus an embedding. Whenw |s z, this embedding Cor
is again a natural injection.

5.5 Connecting map for different norm distributions

Now fix X andT , suppose that we have two sets of polynomials{p1(x; t)}
and{p2(x; t)} in O[t ], then we have two norm distributionsU1,zandU2,z, and
two corresponding Anderson’s resolutionsL1,z andL2,z. Then there exists a
connecting homomorphism

φ1,2 : L1,z ⊗O 8 −→ L2,z ⊗O 8

by

[z′, y] 7−→
∑
w|s z′

(−1)degw̄
∏
x|w

p2(x, Fr−1
x ) − p1(x, Fr−1

x )

|Gz(x)| [z′/w, y].

By straightforward calculation, one can check thatφ2,1 is the inverse ofφ1,2,
thusφ1,2 is actually an isomorphism, which induces isomorphisms between
U1,z ⊗O 8 andU2,z ⊗O 8 . In particular, if we letp1(x; t) ≡ 1 for every
x ∈ X, thenU1,z ⊗O 8 is nothing but the moduleT[Gz], thus we have

Proposition 5.3. TheT ⊗O 8[Gz] module Uz ⊗O 8 is free of rank1 for
every universal norm distribution.

5.6 Double complex structure ofLz

Set a bidegree inLz by

deg(2)[z′, y] = (degz̄′, − degz̄′ − degy).

We set

d1,x [z′, y] = −ω(x, y)Nz(x)[z
′z(x), y/x],

d2,x [z′, y] = ω(x, y)p(x; Frx)[z
′, y/x].

and let

dx = d1,x + d2,x, d1 =
∑

x

d1,x, d2 =
∑

x

d2,x .
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Lemma 5.4. (1) For anyx, x ′ | z, i = 1, 2,

d2
i,x = d1,xd2,x ′ + d2,x ′d1,x = 0.

(2) d2
1 = d2

2 = d1d2 + d1d2 = 0.
(3) di,x is Gz-stable.

Proof. Straightforward. 2

From the above lemma, we see thatLz is equipped with a multiple complex
structure. In particular,(L•,•

z ; d1, d2) is a double complex corresponding to the
above bigrading. We’ll use this complex to study the group cohomology ofUz

in § 7.

6. Preparation from homological algebra

6.1 Complex of typeE

Let A be a freeO-module of finite rank. Let3A = 3A(x1, · · · , xt ) be the
exterior algebra overA, with the differentiald given byd(x) = ∑

i mix ∧ xi

wheremi ∈ O . For eachS ⊆ {1, · · · , t}, let mS be the greatest common
divisor ofmi for all i ∈ S. In particular, letm be the greatest common divisor
of mi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t .

LetS = {i1, · · · , is} such thati1 ≤ · · · ≤ is . Let {eS = xi1 ∧· · ·∧xis } be the
standard basis of3A. By linear algebra, in the8-vector space generated by
{x1, · · · , xt}, there exists another basis{y1, · · · , yt} such thaty1 = 1

m

∑
i mixi

and the transformation matrix is insideSL(t, Z), thus{e′
S = yi1 ∧ · · · ∧ yis }

is another basis for3A. Hence one can easily show thatH ∗(3A) is a free
gradedA/mA-module generated by cocycles represented bye′

S for all S which
contains 1, thus is a freeA/mA-module of rank 2t−1, with thei-th component
a freeA/mA-module of rank

(
t−1
i−1

)
(or 0 if i = 0).

6.2 The tensor projective resolutionPz•

This setup is from Ouyang [5]. Fix an elementz ∈ Z. Assuming thatGz(x) is a
cyclic group for everyx | z. Letσz(x) be a generator ofGz(x). It is well known
that the sequence

· · · Z[Gz(x)]
Nz(x)−−→ Z[Gz(x)]

1−σz(x)−−−→ Z[Gz(x)]
ε−→Z → 0

is exact, whereε is the augmentation map. LetPz(x)• be the resulting resolution
for the trivialZ[Gz(x)]-moduleZ, we can thus writePz(x)• as the graded module⊕

n≥0

Z[Gz(x)][x
n]
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with the symbol [xn] is of degreen and the differential given by

∂z(x)[x
n] =

{
(1 − σz(x))[xn−1], if n > 0 odd;
Nz(x)[xn−1], if n > 0 even.

Now let Pz• as the tensor product ofPz(x)• over allx | z. Pz• is the so called
tensor projective resolutionof the trivial Z[Gz]-moduleZ with respect to the
cyclic decomposition

Gz =
∏
x|z

Gz(x) =
∏
x|z

〈σz(x)〉.

Let [w] be an indeterminate for everyw ∈ Z. Then the tensor resolutionPz•
is the projectiveZ[Gz]-resolution of the trivial moduleZ by

Pz,n =
⊕
w̄|z

degw=n

Z[Gz][w]

and the differential∂z is given by

∂z[w] =
∑
x|w

(−1)
∑

x′<x vx′wαz(x)[w/x]

whereαz(x) is equal toσz(x) − 1 if vxw odd andNz(x) if vxw even. For any
z′ |s z, one has a natural inclusion ofPz′• to Pz• by sending [w] to [w].

6.3 Gz-cohomology of trivial moduleA

Let A be a freeO-module with trivial Gz-structure. To compute itsGz-
cohomology, it suffices to compute the cohomology

I •
A,z = HomZ[Gz](Pz•, A) =

⊕
w finite

w̄|z

A[w]

with the differential

δz[w] =
∑
x|z

(−1)
∑

x′<x vx′waz(x)[wx]

whereaz(x) is equal to 0 ifvxw even and to|Gz(x)| if vxw odd. The inclusion
of Pz′• to Pz• for z′ |s z thus induces a projection fromI •

A,z to I •
A,z′ . One see

thatI •
A,z′ is a direct summand ofI •

A,z.
For any finitew with w̄ | z, let

I •
A[w2] =

⊕
w′|w̄

A[w2/w′],
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thenI •
A[w2] is a direct summand ofI •

A,z and

I •
A,z =

⊕
w̄|z̄

I •
A[w2].

If w = 1, the subcomplexI •
A[w2] is just a copy ofA with the differential

0, thus the cohomology of it isA too. If w 6= 1, the subcomplexI •
A[w2] is

of typeE. Let mw be the greatest common divisor of|Gz(x)| for x | w, then
H ∗(I •

A[w2]) is then a free gradedA/mwA-module of rank 2degw̄−1. One see
the (2 degw − degw̄ + i)-th cohomology is just a freeA/mwA-module of
rank

(degw̄−1
i−1

)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ degw and 0 otherwise.

DenoteH ∗(I •
A[w2]) by HA,w. Then with the above analysis, one has

Proposition 6.1. Fix a finitez ∈ Z such that everyGz(x) is cyclic forx | z.
For a freeO-moduleA with trivial Gz-action, then we have

(1) For anyz′ |s z, the cohomology groupH ∗(Gz′, A) is a direct summand of
H ∗(Gz, A).

(2) The cohomology groupH ∗(Gz, A) is the direct sum ofHA,w for every
w̄ | z̄ where: (a). Forw = 1, HA,w = A is with grade0; (b). For w 6= 1,
HA,w is a free gradedA/mwA-module with the(2 degw − degw̄ + i)-th
component of rank

(degw̄−1
i−1

)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ degw̄ and0 for otherwise.

Remark 6.2.

Now for a finite fixedz ∈ Z, supposeM ∈ Oa common divisor of|Gz(x)| for
everyx | z. Then the case forGz-cohomology ofA/MA is much simpler. In
this case,

H ∗(Gz, A/MA) = H ∗(I •
A,z/MI •

A,z),

and the differential inI •
A,z/MI •

A,z is nothing but 0, thusH ∗(Gz, A/MA) as a
graded module is isomorphic toI •

A,z/MI •
A,z. One has

Proposition 6.3. There exists a family

{[w] ∈ H ∗(Gz, A/MA) : w finite, w̄ | z}
with the following properties:

(1) For anyz′ |s z, the restriction of the family

{[w] : w̄ | z̄′, degw = n}
to Hn(Gz′, A/MA) is anA/MA-basis of the latter one.

(2) The restriction of[w] for w̄ - z̄′ to H ∗(Gz′, A/MA) is 0.
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7. Gz-cohomology of the universal norm distributionUz

In this section, we use tools developed in the previous sections to study the
Gz-cohomology of the universal norm distributionUz and ofUz/MUz . We
assume thatGz(x) cyclic for everyz ∈ Z andM a common divisor of|Gz(x)|
for everyx | z.

7.1 Setup of double complexK •,•
z

With preparations from the above two sections, we let

K •,•
z = HomGz

(Pz•,L•
z)

If we write [a, y, w] = ([w] 7→ [a, y]), thenK •,•
z is the free gradedT-module

with basis

{[a, y, w] : y | z̄, a ∈ Az/z(y), w̄ | z̄}
and with the double grading given by

deg[a, y, w] = (− degy, degw).

The inducedT [Gz]-module structure is given by

g[a, y, w] = [gx, y, w]

for anyg ∈ Gz. Use the same notations for the operators inK •,•
z induced from

L•
z , i.e.,λz(x), λz and so on. Now the two differentials ofK•,•

z are given by

d[a, y, w] =
∑
x|y

ω(x, y)
(
p(x; Fr−1

x )[a, y/x, w] − Nz(x)[z(x)a, y/x, w]
)
,

δ[a, y, w] = (−1)degy
∑
x|z

(−1)
∑

x′<x vx′ (w)az(x)[a, y, wx]

whereaz(x) is equal to 1− σz(x) if vx(w) even andNz(x) if vx(w) odd. LetK •
z

be the single total complex ofK •,•
z . and letK z be the underlying module.

LetK̄ •
z = HomGz

(Pz•,Uz). Then it is the quotient of freeT-module generated
by

{[a, w], a ∈ Az, w̄ | z̄}
modulo relations generated by

λz(x)[a, w], a ∈ Az/z(x), w̄ | z̄, ∀ x | z,

with the differentialδ given by

δ[a, w] =
∑
x∈z

(−1)
∑

x′<x vx′waz(x)[wx].
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We have the induced map

u : K •
z −→ K̄ •

z , [a, y, w] 7−→
{

[a, w], if y = 1;
0, if y 6= 1.

Proposition 7.1. The homomorphismu is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus

(1) H ∗(K •
z , d + δ) ∼= H ∗(Gz,Uz).

(2) H ∗(K •
z/MK •

z , d + δ) ∼= H ∗(Gz,Uz/MUz).

Proof. By Theorem 5.1, keru is d-acyclic, by spectral sequence argument, it
is hence(d + δ)-acyclic. Thusu is a quasi-isomorphism. (1) follows immedi-
ately from the quasi-isomorphism. Since bothK •

z andUz are freeT-modules,
the induced homomorphism̄u from K •

z/MK •
z to K̄ •

z/MK̄ •
z is also a quasi-

isomorphism and (2) follows immediately. 2

7.2 Another double complex structure ofK z

KeepK z as the same bigraded module as in the previous section. Let’s equip
it with different differentials(d̃, δ̃) as the following:

d̃[a, y, w] =
∑
x|y

ω(x, y)(−1)
∑

x′<x vx′ (w)

(
p(x; Fr−x )[a, y/x, w] − Nz(x)[az(x), y/x, w]

)
,

δ̃[a, y, w] =
∑
x|z

(−1)
∑

x′≤x vx′ (y)(−1)
∑

x′<x vx′ (w)az(x)[a, y, wx].

One can easily check that

d̃2 = δ̃2 = d̃ δ̃ + δ̃d̃ = 0.

We define an involutiveGz-equivariant bigraded automorphismε of K z by the
rule

ε[a, y, w] = (−1)
∑

x,x′ :x′<x vx(y)vx′ (w).

by a straightforward calculation, one finds that

ε d̃ ε = d, ε δ̃ ε = δ.

Thusε induces an isomorphism between the cohomology of(K ; d̃, δ̃) and the
cohomology of(K ; d, δ), which is then isomorphic to theGz-cohomology of
Uz.

In the sequel, we’ll use the double complex(K ; d, δ) to study the cohomol-
ogy of Uz . However, the results obtained here is easy to adapt to the double
complex(K ; d̃, δ̃). The double complex(K ; d̃, δ̃) will be used to the study of
the universal Kolyvagin recursion in Ouyang [7].
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7.3 Multiple complex structure ofK z

The underlying moduleK z has abundant complex structures. Forx | z, set

deg1,x([z
′, y, w]) := vx(z

′),
deg2,x([z

′, y, w]) := vx(yz′),
deg3,x([z

′, y, w]) := vx(w).

We call degi,x([z
′, y, w]) for i = 1, 2, 3 the(i, x)-degree of [z′, y, w]. Make

the degrees invariable withGz action, thenK z is equipped with a multi-graded
module structure. Let

d1,x [a, y, w] := −ω(x, y)Nz(x)[az(x), y/x, w]

d2,x [a, y, w] := ω(x, y)p(x; Fr−1
x )[a, y/x, w]

d3,x [a, y, w] := (−1)degy(−1)
∑

x′<x vx′waz(x)[a, y, wx].

The mapdi,x is of (i, x)-degree+1. It is easy to check that for everyi, j =
1, 2, 3 and(i, x) 6= (j, x ′), one has

d2i, x = di,xdj,x ′ + dj,x ′di,x = 0.

Thusdi,x are differentials ofK z observing the above multi-grading structure.
One see thatd is the sum of alldi,x for i = 1, 2 andx | z andδ is the sum
of d3,x . The total degree ofK z is just the sum of all(i, x)-degrees. Thus we
can use this multi-complex structure to study the total cohomology ofK z and
hence theGz-cohomology ofUz.

Furthermore, note that any combination ofdi,x is still a differential inK z.
In particular,di = ∑

x|z di,x for i = 1, 2 is the differential induced by the
differentialdi inLz when viewingLz as a double complex. We haved = d1+d2

and δ = ∑
x|z d3,x . Correspondingly, we can makeK z as a triple complex

K •,•,•
z with differentialsd1, d2 andδ. As a convention, we usem, n, p = m+n

andq to denote the corresponding degrees for the differentialsd1, d2, d andδ.
We shall use this triple complex structure ofK z to study the total cohomology
of K •

z .

7.4 Compatibility

For everyz′ |s z, let K z′ be the submodule ofK z generated by

{[a, y, w] : y | z′, a ∈ Bz′/z(y), w̄ | z′}
and letK z(z

′) be the submodule generated by

{[a, y, w] : y | z′, a ∈ Bz′/z(y), w̄ | z}
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One can check thatK z′ andK z(z
′) are compatible with differentials. The(d +

δ)-cohomology ofK z′ is justH ∗(Gz′,Uz′)and the(d+δ)-cohomology ofK z(z
′)

is H ∗(Gz,Uz′). Moreover, if using the embedding Cor defined in § 5.4 for
Anderson’s resolution, then for everyw | z, one has a well defined embedding
from Kw to K z.

7.5 The study of spectral sequences

We now discuss theGz-cohomology ofUz andUz/MUz. We study the triple
complex (K •,•,•

z ; d1, d2, δ), or rather, fixn, we study the double complex
(K •,n,•

z ; d1, δ). Consider the spectral sequence

E
m,q

2 (K •,n,•
z ) = Hm

d1
H

q

δ (K •,n,•
z ).

SinceHq

δ (K •,n,•
z ) is justHq(Gz,L•,n

z ), which is the direct sum of subcomplexes
of the following form for ally | z̄, degy = −n:

0 → Hq(Gz, [B1, y])
d1

1→ · · · d1
1→⊕

y ′|y
degy ′=−p

Hq(Gz, [Bz(y ′), y/y ′]) · · · d1
1→ Hq(Gz, [Bz(y), 1]) → 0 (1)

where

[Bz′, y ′] := 〈[a, y ′] : a ∈ Bz′ 〉T ∼= Bz′ .

Note that for anyy ′ | y | z̄,

Bz(y) = Bz(y ′) ⊗T T[Gz(y/y ′)].

One has a commutative diagram

Hq(Gz, [Bz(y ′), y])
−ω(x,y)d1

1,x−−−−−−→ Hq(Gz, [Bz(y ′/x), y/x])

θ

y θ

y
Hq(Gz/z(y ′), [B1, y])

res−−−→ Hq(Gz/z(y ′x), [B1, y/x])

whereθ is the isomorphism induced by Shapiro’s Lemma. Note that [B1, y]
is just one copy ofT indexed byy, we write it as T [y] . Throughθ , the
complex (1) is then quasi-isomorphic to

0 → Hq(Gz,T[y]) · · · →⊕
y ′|y

degy ′=−p

Hq(Gz/z(y ′),T[y/y ′]) · · · → Hq(Gz/z(y),T[1]) → 0 (2)
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with the differential

d̃(c) = −
∑

x|y/y ′
ω(x, y/y ′)resxc

for

c ∈Hq(Gz/z(y ′),T[y/y ′]), resx is the restriction ofc in

Hq(Gz/z(xy ′),T[y/y ′x]).

If replaceq in the complex (2) above by∗, then we have a complex

0 → H ∗(Gz,T[y]) · · · →⊕
y ′|y

degy ′=−p

H ∗(Gz/z(y ′),T[y/y ′]) · · · → H ∗(Gz/z(y),T[1]) → 0 (3)

Lemma 7.2. The complex(3) is acyclic except at the first cohomology while
the first cohomology is the direct sum of free gradedT/mwT-modulesHT ,w

for y | w | z, wheremw = gcd{|Gz(x)| : x | w} and the grading ofHT,w is as
stated in Proposition 6.1.

Proof. SinceT is a trivial Gz-module, we can apply the results of Proposi-
tion 6.1 here. The first cohomology is just⋂

x|y
ker(H ∗(Gz,T) → H ∗(Gz/z(x),T)),

which is nothing but the direct sum ofHT ,w for y | w | z by Proposition 6.1.
Apply Proposition 6.1 again, we see the complex (3) satisfies the conditions
of Lemma 5.2 of Ouyang [5], Page 16. Following that lemma, we know other
cohomology groups vanish for the complex (3). 2

Write H
q
T ,w theq-th component ofHT ,w, we thus have

Proposition 7.3. For any fixedn, theE
m,q

2 termHm
d1

H
q

δ (K •,n,•
z ) of the double

complex(K •,n,•
z ; d1, δ), is then the direct sum of freeT/mwT-modulesHq

T ,w[y]
where

degy = −n, y | w̄ | z

and theT/mwT-rank ofHq
T ,w[y] is

(degw̄−1
i−1

)
if q = 2 degw − degw̄ + i.
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7.6 The casep(x; 1) = 0 for everyx | z

In this subsection, we suppose thatp(x; 1) = 0 for everyx | z. In this case,
we can give a complete description of theGz-cohomology ofUz. Consider the
T-submoduleS of K z generated by

{[a, y, w] : a ∈ Bz/z(y), y | z, w̄ | z, a /∈ B1 if y | w}.
Under the assumptionp(x; 1) = 0, one easily sees thatd1S, d2S, δS ⊆ S,
thusS is really a subcomplex ofK z with related double and triple complex
structures. We letQz = K z/S, thusQz is a freeT-module generated by

{[1, y, w] : y | w̄ | z}.
Note that the induced differentiald1 = 0 inQz. We write the quotient map asρ.

Proposition 7.4. The quotient mapρ is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. Consider the triple complex(K •,•,•
z ; d1, d2, δ) and the related triple

complex(Q•,•,•
z ; d1, d2, δ). Fix d2-degreen, we consider the double complex

(K •,n,•
z ; d1, δ) and its quotient byρ. Thenρ induces a map

ρ2 : Hm
d1

(H
q

δ (K •,n,•
z )) −→ Hm

d1
(H

q

δ (Q•,n,•
z )).

We claim thatρ2 is an isomorphism.
Assuming the claim, thenHm+q

total (K
•,n,•
z , d1 + δ) is isomorphic toH

m+q

total

(Q•,n,•
z , d1 + δ). Thus for the double complex(K •,•

z ; d2, d1 + δ) and its quo-
tient (Q•,•

z ; d2, d1 + δ), theE
n,m+q

2 -termH
m+q

d2
(Hn

d1+δ(K
•,•
z )) is isomorphic to

H
m+q

d2
(Hn

d1+δ(Q
•,•
z )). ρ hence is a quasi-isomorphism. Noe that here we use the

following fact about spectral sequences: a complex homomorphism is a quasi-
isomorphism if in the corresponding weakly convergent spectral sequences,
theEr -terms are isomorphic for some positive integerr.

Now we show the isomorphism ofρ2. Consider the complex(L•
y, δ) gen-

erated by{[1, y, w] : w̄ | z}. This complex is exactly Hom(Pz•, [B1, y]). Let
L′•

y andL′′•
y be the subcomplexes generated by{[1, y, w] : y | w} and by

{[1, y, w] : y - w} respectively. ThusL•
y is the direct sum ofL′•

y andL′′•
y . Cor-

respondingly,H ∗(Gz, [1, y]) is the direct sum ofH ∗(L′•
y , δ) andH ∗(L′′•

y , δ).
Now the kernel ofd1

1 atHq(Gz, [1, y]) in the complex (1), or equivalently, in
the complex (2), is justHq(L′•

y , δ). We see thatQ•,n,•
z is actually the direct sum

of L′•
y (Note thatd1 = 0 in Qz). This proves the isomorphism ofρ2. 2

Theorem 7.5. If for everyx | z, p(x; 1) = 0. ThenH ∗(Gz,Uz), theGz-
cohomology of the universal norm distributionUzis the direct sum ofHT ,w[y]
whereHT ,w is as stated in Proposition 6.1 and

y | w̄ | z.

Any elementc[y] ∈ H ∗(Gz,Uz) for c ∈ H
q
T ,w is of degreeq − degy.
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Remark 7.6. Let U z = Ur , the universal ordinary distribution of levelr,
if r is odd, thenGpi is cyclic for everypi‖r. We also see thatp(x; 1) =
1−1 = 0, hence the above theorem gives a complete description ofH ∗(Gr, Ur)

and generalizes Theorem A in Ouyang [5], where we need the conditionr is
squarefree.

7.7 TheGz-cohomology ofUz/MUz

We suppose now thatM is a common divisor of|Gz(x)| andp(x; 1) for every
x | z. LetSz be the same as in § 7.6. ThenSz/MSz is a submodule ofK z/MK z

generated by

{[a, y, w] : a ∈ Bz/z(y), y | z, w̄ | z, a /∈ B1 if y | w}.
One easily sees thatSz/MSz is a subcomplex ofK z/MK z with respect to
the multi-complex structure ofK z/MK z. We letQz/MQz be the quotient of
K z/MK z to Sz/MSz, thusQz/MQz is a freeT/MT-module generated by

{[1, y, w] : y | w̄ | z}.
Note that the induced differentialsd1 = d2 = d = δ = 0 in Qz/MQz. Write
the quotient map fromK z/MK z to Qz/MQz asρM .

Proposition 7.7. The homomorphismρM is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 7.4 2

Theorem 7.8. Let M ∈ O be a common divisor of|Gz(x)| andp(x; 1) for
all x | z. Then the cohomology groupH ∗(Gz,Uz/MUz) is a direct sum of rank
one gradedT/MT-modules〈c(y, w)〉 where

y | w̄ | z, degc(y, w) = degw − degy.

Proof. By the quasi-isomorphism ofρM in Proposition 7.7, the cohomology
groupH ∗(Gz,Uz/MUz) is then just the total cohomology group of the com-
plex Qz/MQz. However, all induced differentials inQz/MQz are 0, thus its
cohomology is itself. Letc(y, w) be the element inH ∗(Gz,Uz/MUz) rep-
resented by the cocycle [1, y, w] in Qz/MQz, we hence get the proof of the
above theorem. 2

Remark 7.9. With the automorphismε in § 7.2, we easily see that

ρM : (K •,•
z /MK •,•

z ; d̃, δ̃) → (Q•,•
z /MQ•,•

z ; 0, 0)

is a quasi-isomorphism, thus Theorem 7.8 can be stated in the form of the
double complex(K •,•

z ; d̃, δ̃).
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We call the basis{c(y, w) : y | w̄ | z} given in Theorem 7.8, thecanonical
basisfor H ∗(Gz,Uz/MUz). In particular, we writec(y, y) ascy . By the above
theorem, we see that for everyz ∈ Z,

H 0(Gz,Uz/MUz) = 〈cy : y | z〉T /MT

is the union of allH 0(Gz′,Uz′/MUz′) with z′ |s z andz′ finite. We’ll use this
fact in Ouyang [7] for the double complex(K •,•

z ; d̃, δ̃).

Remark 7.10. One can expect parallel result to Theorem B in Ouyang [5]
holds here too. The answer is yes. However, we feel more appropriate to state it
in Ouyang [7], as a natural consequence of the universal Kolyvagin recursion,
just like the proof of the above Theorem B in Anderson and Ouyang [1].
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